PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION
Infosim® announces release of StableNet® 8.4
February 2019
Würzburg/Austin/Singapore, February 4th, 2019 – Infosim®, the technology leader in automated Service
Fulfillment and Service Assurance solutions, today announced the release of version 8.4 of its award-winning
software suite StableNet® for Telco and Enterprise customers.
StableNet® 8.4 provides a significant number of powerful new features and improvements, including:











Alarm tagging
Optimized memory usage and increased performance
Cisco ACI support
All new OpenJDK platform
New application server: Wildfly 14
Enhanced resource management
Enhanced tagging concept (extended functionality and improved usability)
Unified placeholder syntax in XML Discovery
GUI now uses a REST interface for faster GUI updates and reduced GUI startup time
Improved performance for Oracle databases

StableNet® 8.4 is available for purchase and download now. Customers with current maintenance contracts may
upgrade free of charge as per the terms and conditions of their contract.

Supporting Quotes:
Marius Heuler, CTO Infosim®
“With the implementation of the new alarm tagging feature and the overall performance optimization, the release of
StableNet® 8.4 is marking another milestone in the development of StableNet® and the way that data can be handled
for management and orchestration.”

Supporting Resources:
https://www.infosim.net/stablenet/en/support/release/
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ABOUT INFOSIM®
Infosim® is a leading manufacturer of automated Service Fulfillment and Service Assurance solutions for Telcos,
System Integrators, Managed Service Providers and Enterprise Corporations. Since 2003, Infosim® has been
developing and providing StableNet® to Telco and Enterprise customers. Infosim® is privately held with offices in
Germany (Würzburg – HQ, Münster), USA (Austin), and Singapore.
At Infosim®, we take pride in the engineering excellence of our high-quality and high-performance products. All
products are available for a trial period and professional services for proof of concept (PoC) can be provided on
request.
ABOUT STABLENET®
Infosim® develops and markets StableNet®, the leading unified software solution for Fault, Performance,
Configuration and Services Management. StableNet® is available in two versions: Telco (for Telecom Operators and
ISPs) and Enterprise (for IT and Managed Service Providers). StableNet® is a single platform unified solution designed
to address today’s many operational and technical challenges of managing distributed and mission-critical IT
infrastructures.
Many leading organizations and Network Service Providers have selected StableNet ® due to its enriched features and
reduction in OPEX & CAPEX. Many of our customers are well-known global brands spanning all market sectors.
References are available on request.
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